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Are Organizations Really Achieving Supply
Chain Agility and Transformation?
SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT should do just that—facilitate the overall
smoothness and synchronization of the entire chain. That means having better
visibility into logistics, inventory positions, and demand requirements so that the
entire chain can flex to customer needs or

standard lead times to trigger a few supply

disruption on the supply side. Yet companies

chain processes, but lack the ability to really

trying to meet these challenges often only have

orchestrate a complex, multi-tiered supply

systems with an internal operations focus, or

chain in an automated way.

that only automate certain basic supply chain
processes. The result can be a lack of agility

Today, the unmet system needs often revolve

that adds cost to a supply chain and makes it

around how flexible and agile a supply chain

less competitive.

can be. This growing focus on agility can be
seen in the inclusion of metrics for supply

It’s not that companies lack systems:

chain adaptability as part of the Supply Chain

Enterprise resource planning (ERP), materials

Operations Reference (SCOR) model. The

requirements planning (MRP), forecasting

effectiveness of a supply chain, in other words,

systems and solutions such as warehouse

increasingly hinges on how agile it can be to

management systems (WMS) are essential

changes on the demand side, or disruptions on

to managing transactions, orders, inventory,

the supply side.

forecasts and other data essential to doing
business as part of a supply chain. While these

In a recent study conducted by Peerless

systems serve important roles, they may lack

Research Group (PRG) on behalf of Supply

the inter-enterprise visibility and collaboration

Chain Management Review, 138 supply

functions that supply chain operations

chain executives having management of or

increasingly require.

purchase decision responsibilities for supply
chain operations offered input on their current

A large number of partners must work closely

supply chain infrastructures. Specifically, the

together to make a supply chain function

research examined how supply chain networks

smoothly. A typical manufacturer relies on

are incorporated into organizations’ overall

component suppliers, logistics partners, and

business strategies, and how flexible supply

in many cases contract manufacturers, to

chains are at adapting to changes in demand,

make and get products to market. With global

supply, risks, business strategy or other factors

trade, multiple shipping, freight forwarding,

that influence performance.

and financial partners might be involved. On
the customer-facing front, channel partners

Our research reveals that many organizations

and distributors need to be tapped for insights

do not currently have the technology in place

into demand, and retailers also provide a

to execute critical operational functions such

vital stream of demand insights to the supply

as fulfillment processing, production and

chain. Coordinating all of these players and

inventory management, customer relationship

all of the associated data may be beyond

management and demand planning.

the logic of internally oriented systems

Additionally, the research shows companies

that use functionality like reorder points or

want their supply chains to be more adaptable,
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with only one-third of respondents rating their

Organizations where these processes, as

supply chains highly on agility. The result:

well as others, are deficient can be traced to

Supply chains are falling short in satisfying their

the lack of automation with decisive supply

business objectives.

chain processes. According to our research,
many organizations appear slow in adopting

Supply chain structure and applications

technology solutions for managing inventory,

Many of the executives surveyed believe that

logistics and customer service operations.

current forecasting and planning capabilities,

While roughly one out of four companies’

supply chain management processes, and

operations have highly automated order

decision-making practices don’t quite meet

management and order processing systems,

their organization’s prerequisites. In particular,

most organizations are vulnerable to errors and

operations will look to advance—and largely

protracted processing. Many key supply chain

concentrate on—sales and operation planning,

capabilities are either somewhat automated,

demand sensing and supply chain visibility

still in the planning stages, or are not being

applications in the upcoming months (Figure 1).

considered as an operation to automate.

figure
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Applications or processes operations are looking
to improve with their supply chain
Sales and operation planning

52%

Demand sensing

45%

Visibility

44%

Speed of decision-making

42%

Lead times

41%
38%

Fulfillment efficiency
Harnessing data from trading partners to
improve performance

31%
29%

Manufacturing planning
Adjusting to changing order sizes

27%

Production flexibility

27%

Production and replenishment
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While the survey did not ask why a process

however, might be able to automate many of

hasn’t been automated, or is only partially

these externally-focused challenges, and drive

automated, possible reasons may include that

the supply chain to new levels of performance

certain processes are viewed as too difficult

due to information sharing in a more complete

to automate, or too reliant on the activities

and timely way.

of external trading partners to automate.
For example: When taking a new order, a

Yet, the consequences from not using technology

company can have a system that checks

to manage critical supply chain practices

inventory availability before deciding whether

such as supplier collaboration, transportation

more product needs to be made, but other

management, customer relationship

processes, such as sharing demand insights

management, and carrier data management and

or logistics cost information with multiple

analysis are perceptible and are earmarked to be

contract manufacturers, third-party logistics

upgraded over the next few years.

partners or other partners, might be perceived

Curiously, roughly one out of every five

as too much of a “network” challenge better

companies is disinclined to automate

left to human intervention and follow-up. New

processes for managing raw goods and running

systems for trading partner collaboration,

logistics operations (Figure 2).

figure
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Level of automation for key supply chain management capabilities
27%

56%

11% 6% Order management

22%

58%

13%

8% Fulfillment and order processing operations

21%

58%

15%

7% Inventory management

16%

52%

16%

39%

13%

15%
26%

49%

11% 40%

28%

21%

13%
29%
Somewhat
automated

Production management
Transportation management

13%

27%

8% 53%

Highly
automated

20%
25%

9% 54%

4% 49%

17%

Customer relationship management
Carrier data management and data analysis

11%
26%
18%

Demand management
Raw materials management
Supplier collaboration

Plan to automate or
advance within next 2 years

3

Do not automate/
No plans
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Managing a supply chain without the tools to enable proficient operation will most assuredly
impede network continuity. Inadequate supplier collaboration and communication, inefficiencies
in managing inventory, and breakdowns in supply, manufacturing and production processes can
all lead to a disordered supply chain. Interestingly, only 3% claim their supply chain is a smooth
operation (Figure 3).
figure
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Supply chain bottlenecks
Supplier collaboration

46%

Inventory management

34%

Compliance and traceability

34%

Manufacturing and production

31%

Point of supply

31%
30%

Order management and amendments

25%

Order fulfillment and processing

23%

Shipping and transportation

22%

Reverse logistics
Customer service
None

14%
3%

Organizations are split on the use of Cloud-based applications. However, as organizations automate
more of their supply chain processes, an SaaS model is more likely to become a popular approach
(Figure 4).
figure
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Adoption of cloud computing/SaaS model
35%
29%

19%

16%
1%

Have adopted

Currently
evaluating or will be
evaluating within the
next 12-24 months

It’s not an
option for us

4

Not sure of
company’s interest in
cloud computing

Other
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Consequently, the majority of managers in our survey are moderately satisfied with their supply
chain’s ability to effectively support their organizations business objectives, strategy and operations.
This strongly suggests that in many instances, supply chains are not being optimized as networks
are not highly integrated into the enterprise (Figure 5).
figure
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Effectiveness of supply chain operation
supporting business goals

It’s highly effective 25%
Somewhat effective 68%
Not very or not at all effective 7%

Two-thirds of the organizations in this research segment their supply chain(s) by sets of attributes
that often includes business demographics, type of business (distributor vs. retailer), corporate
accounts, purchasing behaviors or other defining characteristics. Other operations rely on a single
supply chain or a one-size-fits-all system intended to support all customers (Figure 6).
figure
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Supply chain network structure
A single supply chain approach
serves all our customers/
A one-size fits all approach 29%
We segment our supply chains
by some set of attributes 67%

Other

4%
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Managers operating a single network had

in servicing their customers. Most contend

able to flex to meet

mixed reviews, and while some feel this

this model works well: Shipment efficiencies

customer demands

method is easier to manage it was expressed

are well above 99%, supply chains are more

which requires agility

that “too many balls have been dropped” as a

responsive, and customer satisfaction is

result of operating this architype.

robust. Critics of a segmented network,

“We are usually

in the supply chain.”

though, think there’s too much variety or

Corporate Management;
Aerospace & Defense;
Revenues $250M-$500M

“We have lost the
ability to process
same day shipments
without hand-walking
them through the
system. Everything

Conversely, those running a segmented supply

diversity, which can lead to some process

chain network have realized improvements

inefficiencies (Figure 7).

figure
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Rating supply chain network strategy
as a way of servicing customers
6%
25%

Very good

is on a 24 hour to 48
hour optimized ship
window.”

Excellent

8%
37%

41%

Operations Manager;

43%

Wholesale/Retail Trade;

Good

Revenues $50M-$100M

“We are able to
realign to meet

28%

growing customer
requests.”

Fair
Poor

Corporate Management;
Technology; Revenues less
than $50M

Use a single supply chain
approach serving all customers/
One-size fits all

8%
4%
Segment supply chains
by attributes

“We are miles ahead
of our competition in
customer service. We
have virtually 100%
fill rates and on-time
performance.”
Corporate Management;
Metals; Revenues
$100M-$250M
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“We are experiencing
continued growth
and have many
repeat customers.

Supply chain alignment

up production, or enter new markets. New

Interestingly, almost four out of 10 do not have

product introduction plans also can influence a

a formal strategy for aligning supply chain

company’s supply network makeup or need for

operations with their overall business strategy.

new contract manufacturers, while expansion
into new geographies may require new

There are low levels
Companies that do attain alignment between

logistics or channel partners. Ideally, business

business and supply chain strategies can

strategy and long-term supply chain planning

Vice President; Medical

benefit in several ways. For one, their financial

should be concurrent so that the supply chain

Devices; Revenues less

and capital expense plans are in step with

fully supports strategic plans, rather than being

their need to expand product lines, ramp

in perpetual catch-up mode (Figure 8).

of backorders and/or
stock-outs.”

than $50M

“Each customer feels
their requirements are
the most important.

figure
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Organizations with a formal strategy aligning
supply chain with business operations

As a provider, we
need to make sure
our clients are truly
partners with us from

Yes 61%

an E2E perspective.”
Distribution Manager; HiTech; Revenues $2.5B+

No 39%
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The path to supply chain alignment is hardly fluid. Standing in the way of a synchronized
operation may stem from legacy technology and systems incompatibility or a lack of integration,
and a fragmented business structure or silos of information (Figure 9).
figure
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Challenges organizations encounter when aligning
supply chain operations with business operations
Systems compatibility/Lack of systems integration

48%

Need current technology/Systems are legacy

46%
44%

Current corporate structure–business units operate as business silos

32%

Lack of cooperation among business unit managers

32%

User acceptance

26%

Integration with internal trading partner systems

25%

Corporate management buy-in

24%

Not having a plan or objectives

21%
19%

Don’t know enough about the benefits/how business
operations can leverage our supply chain to achieve business goals
Supply chain connectivity is hardwired or ridged

As a consequence, a supply chain’s ability to

Yet, one out of four or more rate their supply

meet business objectives, for many, requires

chain to be fair or poor on:

some adjustment. At best, roughly one out of

• customer responsiveness;

four say that their supply chain is very good at:

• exemplifying their overall corporate mission;

• meeting customer needs;

• facilitating product launches;

• playing a role in helping the business reach

• enabling effective decision-making and

profitability;
• managing supply chain costs; and

demand forecasting;
• integrating business units and disparate silos

• supporting business objectives.

of information; and
• handling multi-channel order fulfillment.
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To some extent, the objectives respondents

struggles with multi-channel fulfillment might

tend to do more poorly on can be seen as

get its goods out to multiple channels, but do

influencing factors on more general objectives,

so less profitably than a competitor who excels

thus making the larger objectives more

at multichannel fulfillment. As more companies

challenging or costly to meet. For example, poor

compete on the basis of objectives such as

customer responsiveness may result in more

e-commerce fulfillment and logistics reliability,

logistics expediting, adding cost to a supply

it’s likely that companies will need to increase

chain, but not necessarily meaning customer

performance across a broader set of objectives

needs are not met. Likewise, a company that

to become market leaders (Figure 10).

figure
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Supply chain ratings on its ability to meet business objectives for…
Improving customer service levels/
Meeting customers’ needs

27%

59%

25%

Playing a role in your company’s profitability
Evaluating and controlling costs
(workforce/labor management,
freight costs, raw goods, etc.)

23%

Being aligned with company’s
business objectives

23%

56%
55%
58%

14%
19%
22%
19%

Providing services (reverse logistics,
customer responsiveness, etc.)

22%

54%

24%

Aligning our supply chain with
overall corporate business strategy

21%

55%

24%

Its ability to facilitate
new product introductions

18%

Quality and availability of
decision-making data

17%

Managing new product introductions
and engineering product changes

17%

Able to execute complex moves or fulfillment
from multiple nodes in the network
Integration across all key business units
(procurement, manufacturing, distribution,
finance, sales and marketing, etc.)
Ability to predict/forecast demand

Very good

55%
59%
54%

13%

55%

12%

57%

9%

50%
Good

9

Fair or poor

27%
24%
29%
32%
31%
41%
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Embracing supply chain agility
When asked to consider their supply chain’s agility, indications imply that many operations need
to improve on network responsiveness. In fact, only one-third approvingly rate their supply chain
on being agile; more than one out of four consider their supply chain to be either fair or poor on
velocity and its ability to adjust operation (Figure 11).
figure
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Rating supply chain on agility
40%

27%
%
2
22%

5
5%
6%
Excellent

Very good

Good

Fair

Poor

Logistics is the area within most supply chains that is most readily capable of reacting quickly
as almost two-thirds of those surveyed laud transportation and shipping as the most responsive
discipline. However, processes such as order fulfillment, inventory management, customer service
and manufacturing and production are less capable of a quick transformation (Figure 12).
figure
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Aspects of network quickly able to transition to
readily meet business/supply chain needs
Shipping and transportation

62%

Order fulfillment and processing

52%
49%

Inventory management

48%

Customer service

42%

Manufacturing and production

18%

Point of supply

8% Reverse logistics
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As further evidence that the majority of supply

demand planning or poor collaboration around

chain operations fall short of being flexible,

demand plans will tend to amplify the bullwhip

more than four out of five rate their network as

effect in which upstream partners build up

only somewhat or not agile when it comes to:

excess inventory because the true demand
picture is not conveyed to them. Taming or

• optimizing logistics processes;

flattening the bullwhip effect remains a real

• demand planning;

issue, and one that ultimately requires more

• visibility;

communication and flexibility among supply

• recognizing and mitigating risk;

chain partners. While many companies may feel

• supplier collaboration; and

comfortable with their ability to manage short-

• managing inventory.

term exceptions, there appears to be interest in
building further agility in areas including supplier

A lack of agility will tend to add cost and risk

collaboration, inventory positions and the design

to a supply chain. In demand planning, rigid

of the distribution network (Figure 13).

figure
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Rating supply chain on its agility regarding…
Optimizing all transportation and logistics
(mode, route, weight)

21%

Ability to adjust production and
inventory due to demand volatility

16%

Supply chain visibility

15%

Ability to assess risk

13%

Ability to adjust sourcing or fulfillment
due to risks, threats or changes

12%

Inventory optimization

11%

Supplier collaboration and sharing
of demand data

11%

23%

62%

22%

60%

25%

61%

26%

57%
64%
57%

Flexible network design 8%
Highly agile

56%

52%

Somewhat agile

11

Not very or not at all agile

31%
25%
32%
40%
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figure
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Challenges managers potentially face in

Challenges in adopting and implementing
an agile supply chain strategy

implementing an agile supply chain strategy
commonly range from issues involving
integration, staffing required to use the proper

48%

Integration challenges

47%

Lack of talent to manage or use technology

technology, knowing the right solutions for the
task at hand, adequate funding for projects and

41%

Finding the right solution for our particular operation

41%

Internal resistance/Turf protection

40%

Funding to make investments is inadequate

37%

overcoming corporate culture barriers (Figure 14).
Risk management
Many managers fear their supply chains are not
well-equipped to assess, address and mitigate
risk and failure points along their supply

Lack of alignment with corporate IT

24%

Lack of corporate management acceptance

24%

Corporate leadership

chain. In fact, three out of four respondents
proclaim their supply chains lack these
capabilities that lead to network vulnerability
and instability. Even a rating for a supply
chain of good suggests that there’s much
room for improvement in identifying risk and
consequential decision making (Figure 15).

figure
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Rating supply chain’s ability to manage risk
42%
32%
22%
%

3%
%

Excellent

1
1%
Very good

Good

Fair

Poor

Agree/Disagree: We need to be better prepared
to address and mitigate supply chain risks
Agree

Neither

Disagree

50%

0%

-50%

71%

24%

12

5%
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figure
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Organization’s status regarding a supply chain transformation strategy
We have implemented 23%
We are evaluating or will be
considering during the next 2 years 50%
We have evaluated/considered and don’t
feel it’s the right strategy for us at this time 18%
I don’t know what supply chain transformation is

6%

Other

3%

Adopting a supply chain

Organizations are recognizing how supply

transformation program

chains can be leveraged as a main conduit

Nearly one out of four say that they have

to achieving a competitive edge in the

already implemented a transformation strategy

marketplace. A supply chain business

and approximately one-half are preparing to

transformation strategy is seen as a key to this

progress to a supply chain transformation

realization.

program. However, a supply chain business
transformation is a significant undertaking

Further assertions also denote that a supply

and often entails a top to bottom overhaul

chain transformation has not yet been fully

within the organization. The fact that a solid

grasped and that many are not leveraging their

majority have either already implemented a

supply chain as an enterprise system.

transformation project or are considering one,
speaks to the desire of companies to be more

Roughly three out of four either disagree or

agile and effective in the way their supply

can’t determine whether their supply chain . . .

chains function (Figure 16).

• is helping to integrate disparate business
units (79%);
• is a business asset (77%); or
• is being used to help achieve business goals
(73%).
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In addition, about six out of 10 assert that their supply chain is being leveraged as a means of
transforming their business (59%), and curiously, more than one-half (53%) believe that they are
fully optimizing their supply chain (Figure 17).
figure
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How organizations are leveraging their supply chain
Agree

Neither

Disagree

50%

0%

-50%

Our supply chain is a
strategic business asset
to our company

23%

We are using our supply
chain to help us achieve
our business goals

27%

Our supply chain is being
leveraged as a means of
transforming our business

66% 11%

63% 10%

41%

Our organization is best
described as a group
of business silos

44%

44%

Our supply chain operates
and collaborates as a
single cohesive network

35%

50%

We are achieving
maximum value with
our supply chain

53%

Category

Category

14

26%

15%

21%

24%

13%

24%

Category
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Those who have adopted a supply chain transformation program largely claim that their initiative is
“somewhat successful.” A true supply chain transformation can take years to implement and to
fully attain the desired benefits, but with more companies competing on the basis of supply chain
management, how quickly and fully a supply chain can be transformed poses an advantage (Figure 18).
figure
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Adopters rate their supply chain
transformation strategy for achieving objectives

Very successful 20%
Somewhat successful 68%
Not very successful 12%

Outsourcing supply chain tasks
About one-half of those surveyed are now outsourcing or plan to outsource supply chain projects.
Critical operations and tasks most likely to be assigned to a third party include transportation and
logistics, manufacturing operations, supplier collaboration initiatives, systems design, inventory
management and supply chain visibility solutions (Figure 19).
figure
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Outsourcing supply chain tasks
Yes, now outsource 35%
Currently don’t outsource but
planning to within the next 2 years 16%
We have no plans at the
present time to outsource
our supply chain assignments 49%
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Conclusions

management applications and services. This

Many supply chains have a long way to go

study was executed in September, 2016,

before achieving the level of performance

and administered over the Internet among

and agility that they need to succeed. This is

subscribers to Supply Chain Management

reflected in the finding that many companies

Review. All respondents were prequalified to

are considering transformation projects, and

ensure involvement in the decisions related to

that only one-third of respondents rate their

supply chain operations.

supply chain as being highly agile.
Respondents are predominantly top corporate
The research points to a few key realities and

or division executives, directors of supply

areas for improvement. Overall, supply chains

chain operations, vice presidents, and top

are not being fully optimized when it comes to

logistics and DC managers. Respondents

managing processes and dealing with business

are employed in manufacturing (63%),

risks. Respondents indicate plans to automate

wholesale or retail trade (14%) or work for a

more processes, often ones that involve cross

business consulting firm (13%). Companies

functional or trading partner collaboration. The

of all business sizes are represented: 49%

need to do more is clear, as indicated by the

are employed by smaller companies (under

finding that few respondents see their supply

$100M in annual revenues), 25% in mid-sized

chain as a business asset, or as a means of

firms ($100M - $999.9M), and 26% with larger

eliminating functional silos.

corporations ($1B or more).

To attain the next level of supply chain

About GT Nexus

effectiveness, the research indicates

GT Nexus, an Infor company, operates the

companies should consider automating

world’s largest cloud-based business network

further functions that span trading partners,

for supply chain planning and execution. More

involve customer management, or that cross

than $100 billion in trade flows through the

departmental silos. Solutions that provide

GT Nexus network annually. Over 25,000

better visibility and orchestration of these

businesses across industry verticals share

external-facing processes are a likely way to

GT Nexus as their standard, multi-enterprise

help companies achieve the levels of agility and

collaboration platform. Customers include

performance they are after.

adidas, Caterpillar, Coach, DHL, Electrolux, HP,
Levi Strauss & Co., Kohl’s, Nestlé, Patagonia,

Methodology

Pfizer and Weyerhaeuser.

This research was conducted by Peerless
Research Group (PRG) on behalf of

All GT Nexus network participants operate

Supply Chain Management Review for GT

against a core, real-time and always on set

Nexus, a leading provider of supply chain

of information across multiple supply chain
functions, allowing them to optimize the flow
of goods, funds and trade information, from
the point of order through final payment.
Contact Information
www.gtnexus.com
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